Deepening The Script In Daily Life
The Stream of Life research group present
3rd Etheric Geography webinar
30 October 2021
Finding the path to the future through cosmic
& earthly renewal of the Script in ourselves

This 2-hour webinar continues the themes of our previous World Script
webinars with a program of lectures and contemplative imaginations.
The Cosmic Sun will be our guide, leading us to Advent, the festival of light.

What is it about?
As we move towards the year’s end, we look to possibilities of renewal
through deepening the Cosmic Sun forces in our daily life. Continuing with
the macrocosmic, mesocosmic and microcosmic theme, we will deepen our
connection to the salutogenic forces in thinking and imagination. For when we
connect to the source of living thought, we ignite the generative forces in our being.

The Stream of Life presenters

Martin Samson, author, poetic philosopher and theologian
Dr Fiona Campbell, cognition and creativity researcher, lecturer and artist
Irmhild Kleinhenz, Anthroposophic naturopath and integrative health consultant
When: 4.00pm-6.00pm AEDT, Saturday 30 October 2021
Register: Click here to register.
Cost: $20 or a donation of your choice would be much appreciated
Enquiries: Martin Samson msamson@email.org.au

Program Briefs
4.15pm Martin Samson
•

Around the time of the December Solstice the Archangel Uriel works with the
forces of summer for the renewal of head forces and human wisdom. These
spiritual forces which become active in the human head, sense perception and
thought renew the material foundation of spiritual life. This talk will introduce the
macrocosmic aspect of how, between the start of November and the end of
January, the co-operation between human spiritual work and the work of the
archangels in relation to the sun, moon and the starry constellations create new
cosmic imaginations or starry song lines.

4.45pm Dr Fiona Campbell
•

This visual talk looks at the source of creativity and where new ideas come from.

•

Then we learn to how to strengthen our capacity for deep thinking, with
contemplative exercises based on the vortex-created space in water dynamics.

5.15pm Irmhild Kleinhenz
•

Building on the salutogenic picture of true health, this talk is about the role of the
Etheric Christ, our Cosmic Sun, in the healing forces needed in the times of both
physical and mental illness.

5.15 Artistic presentation to close the afternoon

